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Abstract-G.PLOT i a package of program for graphic di play of data. It ha been de igned a an integral part of
the G·EXEC data-handling 'Yuem, and adopt the principle of G-EXEC: it i generalized with re peer to data. it i
tructured and modular, and it ha a imple (near-Engli h user interface. In addition. a number of tandard have
been defined to allow the greate 1 po ible flexibilityof u age of the program • a well a 10 pr ide a con i tent
and powerful et of module for the appli ation programmer. The two mo t ignificantof the e tandard are the
u e of the 'plot-frame' concept and the definition of logi al ra ter le el between the data and a 'I gical plotter', B
the u e of these . tandard. it i p ible n t onl to end generated plot t an
available graphic device, but al 0 to edit plot by election and manipulation of logical' ubframe '-unit of plot
data u h a a e , titling, map frame, and grid. By the combination of G-P OT Iacilitie with planned
enhancement to the G·EX y tern, it will be po ible to generate equences of plot frame from iterati e
imulation models, or from ucce i ely changing parameter (caling or rotation for example) in normal
application program .

Ke; Wnrd : Graphic . PI uing. If . Program tern. It ma hine. Pa ket .

I ROD ION

In ge logy more than in mo t ciences, graphic pre en
tation of data i f great importance. Not only th patial
relation hip in two or three dimen ion) are required
but al 0 graph of one variable again t another or again t
a time axi .

In recent year there ha been ignificant growth of
geological data ba e and data-handling y tern ,and the
effective production of graphic output from data within
uch a y tern require a convenient interface between
the graphic application program and the data-ba e
handling program .
The G·EXEC y tern (Jeffery and Gill 1976a' Cubitt

1976) con i t of an integrated collection of program for
data management and analy i and provide uch an
interface. Moreover it allow the generation of graphics
from an data file through the generalized de ign of the
y tem.
The data-ba e handling y tern however, cornpri e

only ne of a number of distinct oft machine • which
may be identified (Jeffery and Gill, 1976b' Henley and
other 1977). Another oft machine may be defined for
interactive editing of character-form file a contra ted
with binary file in the data ba e); a third not yet
completed ha ome of the feature of each of the
previou ly mentioned for interacti e ontrol of imula-
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tion model and for interactive graphic peration -both
of which purpo e require a combination f fa t
proce sing perhap including the u e of parallel proce .
or technology) with flexible ma hine/u er interaction
through a range of device .
Thu in this wider context, there arc a number of

inter-communicating oft machine of which G-EXEC i
an implementation of one. In uch an environment, a
y tem for geological graphic will cro oft-machine
boundarie , with proce ing en u tricto) carried out b
one and a character- form file tran mitted in a tandard
communication file tructure to another ft machine for
local editing and plotting.
Thi paper i oncerned principally with the de ign of

the U·PLOT graphic package within the G·EXEC data
ba e handling oft machine, but al 0 de cribe the
complementary graphic data-handling facilitic of other
oft machine ,

G·EXEC DESIG PRlNCIPL

The a·EXEC sy tern ha been de eloped in the
context of a con i tent de ign philo ophy (Jeffery and
Gill 1976a). Thi philo ophy i ba ed on the need for a
data-handling ystem for the en iron mental cienti t
which provide both a imple interface to the u er and a
well-structured programmer interface. The de .ign prin
ciple are di cu ed more fully in the variou paper b
Jeffery, Gill and Cubitt, and are only summarized here ..

De irable feature of a y tem de igned to meet the
criteria include:
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(I) Generality. The ability to process data files with
any data content: independence of data content i
achieved by the use of a 'self-de cribing' file tructure.

(2) Integration. Any processes may be carried out on
any data file in any equence defined by the u er.

(3) Modularity. The principle of structured
programming are followed to achieve a ystern which is
easy both to maintain and to extend.

(4) Portability. The y tem i written in tandard
ANSI FORTRAN and may be implemented with little
modification on mo t modern computer .

THE SOIT-MACHlNE CO CEPT

The G-PLOT package has been designed in the soft
machine framework of which G-EXEC i but one
component. A oft machine may be defined as a system
which in ulate the u er from hardware and low-level
machine characteristic and i thu not the ame
machine a the hardware in which the y tem i im
plemented. The oftware which form the oft machine
can be u ed readily to optimize u er requirements and
hardware efficiency requirement for any particular user
population acting on any installation. However divergent
user requirement with extremely diver e hardware
characteri tic will cau e any y tem to run at les than
optimum efficiency, and 0 it become nece sary to
construct an integrated et of everal oft machine to
ati fy the wide u er demand .
The G- y tem (G-EXEC, G-MODL G-FILE) form

soft machine which together cover mo t of the
requirement for data handling in the environmental
ciences as well a in many other applications. G-EXEC
provide the central data-ba e handling soft machine;
G-FILE allows interacti e editing job ubmi ion and
output control including picture editing, in a time-shar
ing environment; G-MODL will provide a generalized
framework for modeling and interactive graphic .

THE G·PLOT PACKAGE

The G-PLOT package within G-EXEC con ists of a
set of module designed in uch a manner that they can
form the basi of a comprehensive generalized et of
graphic program and will allow the display of
generated plot on any graphic device which might be
available, or the communication of plot file to other
in tallations for editing and di play.

For the application programmer a generalized
graphic package hould provide a set of low-level
modules which include all the facilities he will require
(caling transformation, and ba ic plotting function
while pre enting a 'programmer interface' at a consi -
tent structural level.
The ability to plot to any device is made pos ible by

interposing a communication file or 'logical-plotter'
level between the program and the phy ical plotter. It
hould be noted that thi i at a higher Ie el than the files
of plotter command which may be tran ferred from a
driver program to an off-line plotter-the latter are
generally in a pecific, highly compres ed binary format

whereas the logical plotter-level file mu t be in a format
accessible to a wide range of driver program as weU a
to the other soft machines (allowing for example the
editing of generated plot). It therefore mu t be in
character form and for convenience, in 80-column card
image . It then is possibJe to write for each device a
driver program, using the manufacturer' low-level
software, which will read the logical plotter file and
display the graph(s) contained in it.

The development of a consistent set of module
giving the required interface to the applications pro
grammer is more difficult, because of the variety of
tran formations which may be applied to the data.
However this may be viewed in terms of coordinate
systems. The applications programmer is concerned with
the data coordinates, which then must be tran formed
through some equence of operation into logical plotter
coordinates. If one visualizes the logical plotter as a
finite set of integer increments in two orthogonal direc
tion , this defines a raster (a term borrowed from tele
vision electronics in which it refers to the rectangular
area of screen illuminated by the TV scan).
The sequence of operations mapping data values into

the logical plotter raster may define a set of ra ter at
different logical levels. By defining a consi tent and
complete set of types of tran formation, it i possible to
generalize the software and provide a programmer inter
face at the level of data values. The application pro
grammer has the simplified task of electing the tran -
formation option he requires (or the simpJer task of
pa ing through user-supplied options) without the
necessity of explicitly coding all transformations and
directly calling low-level plotter ubroutine .
Plot data are communicated in files which have a

'packet structure for generality (the files are self
describing) and the packet protocol is handled by a et of
ubroutines also in the G-PLOT package. The structure
of these 'management' modules is integrated with that of
the modules more specifically concerned with plotting.

RASTER LEVELS

The tran formation of data into logical plotter coor
dinates employs altogether four transformation step be
tween the 'data space' and 'plotter space' (Fig. I). This
may be illustrated by using a simple example from geo
chemistry: a set of analyses of samples for copper and
lead of which the logarithm (to base 10) are to be
plotted as a simp1e scatter diagram.
The values of minima and maxima are indicated in

Table I, together with Cu and Pb analyse of a typical
ample. The transformation steps and their effects on the
limit and on the ample are outlined here and urn
marized in Table 1.
(1) Mathematical function transformations in-

dependently on x and y direction (e.g. logarithmic
square root inverse, or no transformation) from the data
raster (DR) to the transform raster (TR). In the quoted
example, the limit for both x (Cu) and y (Pb) are to be
transformed using base 10 logarithm .

(2 Scaling of x and directions independently from
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Fig. I. There are four transformation steps between data level
and logical-plotter level.

TR to the scaled transform raster (STR). As a part of this
operation, round number' limits may be set, either from
user-supplied values, or automatically to replace the
'raw data' limit.
The scaling factor itself may be supplied by the user or

may be set automatically by the program to give a
default plot size. For example, in this example the
logarithm limits may be enclosed by new limits of say,
1.5 and 3.0 (for Cu) and 2.0 and 3.0 (for Pb); then, to give
a data plotting area 600 units by 600 units, these values
will need to be multiplied by scaling factors of 40 (Cu)
and 60 (Pb) to give ranges of 600 on each coordinate. The
coordinates for each sample will be multiplied by the
same scaling factors.
(3) Shift of the origin to allow the insertion of labeling

and titling around the data-plotting area-the scale

remain the ame but the limit are changed to gi e the
labeled caled tran form ra ter (LSTR). The ize of
margin around the plot depends on the particular pro
gram which i being used, and i fixed by the program:
no user control is neces ary .: For example, in the exam
ple of Table 1, the left and top margin are each of 100
units and the right and bottom margin are of 50 unit .
It is on this raster that text and ymbol ize are

defined and the complete plot i a embled.
(4) x and y coordinate are caled together-they are

multiplied by a con tant to give the factored labeled
scaled transform raster (FLSTR) or the logical plotter
raster, in whatever plotter unit are desired-in the
quoted example a raster of size 1000 by 1000.

In each transformation, it should be noted G·PLOT
modules aJlow default value which can be overridden by
option and parameter upplied by the u er, 0 that it i
permissible to generate a plot from a data et about
which one ha no prior information or to produce a
preci ely caled map with given limit .

THE PLOT-FRAME CONCEPT

Apart from the u e of a et of fixed ra ter level ,
certain other standards also are adopted for ea e of
programming and use.

Each process program (the unit of proce ing available
to a G-EXEC u er through the EXEC command)
produce a single plot frame for a ingle et of x, ,and
where appropriate, Z, coordinate . The overlay of one
frame on another, if required, is achieved by u er inter
action with the soft machine receiving the plot file
editing the generated picture .

A plot frame in this context may be defined (circu
larly!) as that set of logical plotter command generated
by one process program. However, a more useful
definition is that a plot frame consist of a single et of
logically related graphic component generated from a
single data file, using one set of ra ter tran formation
(from DR through FLSTR).and a ingle rectangular plot
raster.
The plot frame itself contain different types of in

formation-ritle , axe ,grid . and data point or line -
and these types of information may be eparated u efully
as 'subframes'. Although two or more subframes may
overlap in the plotter raster they are all related to the
same set of data and thus have a defined logical rela-

Table I. Raster transformations on typicaJ data et

Limits
Data

Ra ter min max

DR Cu 53 410
Pb 220 850

TR Cu 1.12 2.67
Pb 2.34 2.93

STR Cu
Pb

LSTR Cu
Pb

FLSTR Cu
Pb

mm max
lncl. margin

min max
Sample
value

1.5 3.0
2.0 3.0
600 1200 500 1250
1200 1800 1150 1900
100 100 0 150
50 650 0 150

0 1000
0 1000

150
440
2.18
2.64
12

1584
312
434
496
579
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tion hip. The definition of ubframe make it po ible to
elect de ired part of any number of frames for plotting
by u e of appropriate picture editor oft ware in the
'character editor oft machine (the G-FILE y tern:
Henley and Jeffery in prep.)

PLOTTER DRrVERS

Plot file generated by the G-PLOT oftware in
general are ent to an 'intelligent' receiving machine
which identifie the de tination in the file header. The file
i directed to an appropriate device queue or to a queue
of received file from which it can be collected by the
u er for interactive editing or 'election of frame or
ubframe for plotting a de cribed here. In any event
the plot file i pa ed through a queue to a plotter-driver
program which can recognize the G-SEND protocol
(Henle and other • 1977) and end plotting in truction
to the device with re caling if nece ary to en ure that
the plot frame i not too large for the device.

For interactive editing of plot file as indicated here
the G-FILE editing y tern provide a et of ba ic plot
election and manipulation facilitie elect move, and
cale ubframe) and u ed in conjunction with a uitable
graphic di play terminal allow the display of plot at
intermediate tage during the editing e ion.

fUTURE OEVELOPME

The G-PLOT package a i the re t of G-EXEC I'

de igned for ea e f upgrading. and hould readily pro
ide upward compatibility for La k such a geologicaJ

modeling and the iterative generation of long et of
frame to be u ed for cine equence.
Three-dirnen ional application . al o. pr bably will e

handled by the G-PLOT package in G-EXEC rather than

by additional oftware in the 'front-end' editing system,
becau e of the contra t in power between the two oft
machine as well as the principle of logical eparation of
the different ta k component. Three-dimen ional plot
repre enting progre ive rotation, tran formation and
cale change can be generated a above a equence
of lightly differing frame .

In a different field that of report generation, the u e of
G-PLOT in conjunction with report generation program'
and an interactive text editor might allow imply the
production of text page which include illu trations
given tbe suitable device uch as dot-matrix printer
plotter for output of the combined report .

SUMMARY

G-PLOT, in providing a framework for graphic pro
gram which i integrated with a generalized data-hand
ling y tern allow a imple et of u er command to
generate a wide range of type of graphic output from
any of the file to which the user ha acce in the
y tem and for display to any available graphic device
or for transmi ion to a local or remote editing soft
machine uch a G-FILE for a limited et of election or
manipulation procedure before plotting.
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